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Tonight and ThurotUv
Rain or Snow;
Colder
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BROUGH

STANDSTILL
BRIBERY
BERS

charges against
OF THE

WORK

HOUSE

pons that the dam had bursted ara
erroneous. Great masses and cakes
are piling up and the water has risen
three feet and six Inches since 3
o'clock. High water mark here is 21
feet and the water has already
reached the 17 foot level. So far the
BODY NICARAGUAN GOVERNMENT
DIS
damage has been confined to the MRS. BLANCHE CARSON'S
DISCOVERED IN A HOTEL
lowlands hut if the gorge 1b not
COVERS DYNAMITE PLANTED
broken and the flood continues much
WINDOW
UNDER RAILROAD TRACK
valuable property may be destroyed.

SECRETARY

BY

KNOX

HANGING

mem

MAKE

IMPOSSIBLE

Ice Gorge Nine Miles Long.
ACCUSED OF SMUGGLING GEMS
Ottumwa. Ia., March 20. A repetition of the flood of 1903 Is threatened HAD BEEN ARRE8TED UPON HER
LEGISLATURE
18 UNABLE TO DEhere today. An ice gorge, nine miles
ARRIVAL IN NEW YORK FROM
CIDE UPON SENATORIAL
1n length, extending from Eddyville to
TRIP TO INDIA
CANDIDATES
Chillicothe, Iowa, has caused a rise
of eight feet ha the Des Moines river
in 12, hours. As a result bridges at
UNDERVALUED HER PURCHASES
MENTION SPRINGER AND LUNA
these points, here in Ottumwa and
at ClifTland, a few miles south, are
HAD
BEEN GIVEN A
HEARING
ONE OF THEM MAY BE CH08EN; in serious danger.
AND
to
A
FALL LEAD8 THE REPUBLIUPON
were
RELEASED
BOND
families
Many
compelled
desert their homes in the Ottumwa
CAN CONTINGENT
OF $2,000
packing house district as a result of
Santa Fe N. M., March 2t. No at- another ice gorge at the Cliffland
New York, March 20. Mrs. Blanche
which backed up the river.
of San Francisco, who was
tempt at legislation was attempted to- bridge,
Carson,
Dynamite Is being used In an effort arrested here for
day by the house or the senate on ac- to
smuggling several
break the ice pacn. Should the thousand dollars
count of the intense feeling that has
worth of jewelry on
foot here, the main
been engendered as the result of the river rise another
her arrival from India, committed
will he flooded.
street
Iusines8
suicide early today by hanging herarrest of the four members of the
self out of the window of her hotel
lower house Tuesday night on the
TO DEPORT CHINAMEN.
The body of Mrs. Carson was seen
charge of accepting bribes. Marking
.Chicago, March 20- Cnlted States
a pedestrian swinging from a winby
time was the order of the day and
will
next
leave
here
deputy marshals
dow on the eighth floor of the Hotel
what little attempt was made at
Tuesday on a trip o San Francisco Broztell.
The clerk was notified and
was brought to a speedy to
deport the largest number of the door of Mrs. Carson's room was
conclusion. Both bouses have ad- alien Chinese that has ever left this
journed until tomorrow, the house country at one time. There are 35 forced. A rope, tied to a radiator,
passed out of the window and at the
until 10 o'clock and the senate until in the party.
Stops will be made at end
dangled the body of the woman.
11 a. m. The first joint ballot of tne
New Orleans, San Antonio. Texas,
two houses on the election of United Del Rio, Texas, EH Paso and Los An- The body was still warm.
Two notes were found in the room,
States senators resulted in a dead- geles, to pick up Chinamen ordered
one
of which was addressed to her atlock.
deported
Mrs. CarHarrison Osborn.
torney.
niorn-iuthis
Chavez
Representative
son
before
reached
here
yesterday
attempted to introduce a bill, unon the steamship George Washday
der a suspension of the rules, making FEDERAL GENERAL
on the
ington. She was arrested
it a felony for any person to refuse
of gross undervaluation and
charge
to give testimony before a legislative
after having ronfessei
JOINS THE REBELS smuggling
iavestigatiug committee. This action
that she had smuggled jewelry which
threw the house into an uproar with
the authorities valued at $20,000
the result that the bill uieu an early
On her arrival Mrs. Carson had deD.
LEAVES
80TO
SERVICE
OF
Q.
death.
a package of unstrung pearls
clared
PRESIDENT MADERO; GERThe four accused representatives
had
undervalued them. On her
but
MANY
REMAINS NEUTRAL.
are under arrest and District Attorapeparance for examination yesterday
ney Alexander Read will place a forshe broke down and told of the large
Chihuahua, Chihuuahua, March 20.
mal charge against them accusing
amount of jewelry she had brought
A
rebel detachment entered the city
the men of accepting and soliciting
into the country concealed in her hat
bribes. They will have a hearing soon. of Parral today where they were and in her baggage. Released on
Last night formal chages were made joined by the former commander of $2,000 bail for further examination,
Luz Soto
against the quartette In the hall of federal rurales. Jose de la
Friday, Mrs. Carson went presumably
the house before the legislators, the and his men. As Soto had previously, to her hotel. She registered
as
to join the insurrection, there
Mrs. Edwin Carson of Paris.
She
governor and other state officials and agreed
wa about 50 years of age and was
a large number of spectators. The was no fighting.
were
preferred by Elfego
charges
making a trip around the world alone.
Rebel Army Leaves Juarez.
Mrs. Carson evidently had sat up all
Baca of Albuquerque.
20. Eight
El Paso, Tex.,
March
The senatorial situation is in a mix-unight and some time after 5 o'clock
camshe untied a rope from a large packand nobody is able to prophesy hundred rebels intended for the
from
age in her room, and, fastening one
what the ballot of tomorrow will paign against Ojinaga departed
Juarez today going south in 42 box- end to a radiator, slipped the noose
bring forth. Thougn his total numaround her neck and dropped out of
ber of votes was cut down today for- cars.
the window. The body was diseov
mer Governor Mills is still in the
No German Intervention.
ered at fi:30 o'clock.
race with good hopes of election.
March 20 The German forBerlin,
The second note left by Mrs. Caras
looked
upon
having
Judge Fall is
decided that there is son was addressed to Paul R. May-berran excellent chance for victory. Com- eign office has
no ground for German action in Mexi919 West Twenty-eight- h
street,
plimentary votes for a number of
cerAngeles, California.
new candidates In the lists distrib- co, which has been demanded by
newspapers In consequence of
In her statement before the cus- uted the republican votes. When tain
from New York on toms officials
a
cabled
report
yesterday Mrs. Carson
they begin to concentrate upon any
March 18 that some followers of the saj,j .
to
is
whicn
expected'
particular man,
"I will confess that these unstrung
occur soon, many men now mentioned Insurgent leader, Emiliano Zapata,
a
as senatorial candidates will drop had murdered a Mormon woman,
pearls are not the only gems 1 have.
German. The report proved false.
I have also a pair of diamond earout of the running.
rings which T concealed in the lining
It is rumored tooay that a new
of my hat. I was told that the duties
turn may take place in the senator- JUDGE KINSEY HANDS
collected here were excessive. I
Soloentrance
of
situation
ial
by the
thought I ought not to pay excessive
mon Luna and Charles Springer into
STANDARD OIL A JOLT duties.
I regret What I have done. I
the contest. Neither of these gentlewilling to tell all and give up everymen have been candidates but it is
said that their friends have deter- DECIDES RIVAL COMPANY MAY thing have purchased for fair valuation. I am willing to pay the duty."
INTRODUCE EVIDENCE REmined to support them wnether they
DISSOLUTION.
GARDING
not.
or
consent
Many
give their
Came of Prominent Family.
predict that the final selection of the
St. lntls, March 20. circuit JudRp
San Jose, Calif., March 20. Mrs.
legislature will be Fall and his colin the mandam- Blanche Carson was a daughter of the
league will be either Luna or Klnsey today decided
us suit of the Standard Oil sbmpAn.' late Hiram Mabury, for years one of
Springer.
against the Waters Pierce Oil com- the most prominent residents of this
pany that it is competent as defense city. The family is one of great
Joint Ballot Held.
In joint session today, the ballot for the Waters Pierce company to wealth and after their mansion here
for United States senator resulted in submit proof that tae Stood n '4 Oil was wrecked by the earthquake in
another deadlock. The democrats owners are seeking to perpetuate the 1905 they removed to Los Angeles.
united the strength of A. A. Jonos Standard Oil monopoly through indiand Felix Martinez, again each re- vidual control of corporations formerCOTTON BUREAU REPORT.
ceiving 23 votes. On the republican ly owned by the Standard before its
March 20. The census
court.
the
Washington,
dissolution
supreme
by
side, A. B. Fall instead of W. J. Mills
on cotton ginned to
bureau's
on
was
report
the
Mills
23
votes.
KInsey's
Judge
ruling
led today, receiving
29, issued today, is as folOil
of
motion
Stantara
February
the
attorneys
three
Andrews
16.
gained
got
an- lows:
Running bales 16,050,815; five
The other to strike out the Waters-Piercvotes,
receiving 15.
con- hundred bales, 16,205,097; estimate in- a
swer
to
all
relative
B.
T.
had:
allegations
candidates
republican
spiracy in restraint of trade. Judge eluded to be ginned after March can
Catron, 8; R. L. Baca, 7; O. A.
JafKlnsey, however, ordered the allega- vass, 239,146 bales; round bales, 100..
4; L. B. Prince, Nathan
tions to be more specific. The man- 439; Sea Island bales, 119,252; linler
Solotwo
A.
W.
each;
fa and
Cboley,
mon Luna, Charles A. Spiess, Powell damus suit was filed to compel the bales, 546,769; average gross weight
Waters-Pierc- e
company to count the per bale, 504.8 pounds; number of
Stackhouse, Jose D. Sena, Venceslao
ballots
tendered
one
by the Standard Oil ginneries 26,340. ginning by slates
Jaramlllo and Bugenio Robero,
(500 pound bales): Oklahoma, 1,060,
interests in the recent annual
138; Texas, 4,437,876.
(Continued on Page Four)

SECOND BALLOT IS FRUITLESS
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PARTY
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REST AND WILL

IS ACCUSED
UNDER
BE

AR-

EXE-

CUTED SOON

AMERICA MAKES NO DEMANDS
NOT
DOES
THIS GOVERNMENT
ASK FOR THE PUNISHMENT
OF CONSPIRATORS
New Orleans, March 20. As the re
sult of .the alleged discovery by the
government of Nicaragua of a plot
to assassinate Secretary Knox during
his recent visit there. It is not improbable several leading "liberals"
wll be put to death, according to ad
vices received here today from
iJlue-fleld-

Thirteen dynamite bombs placed
beneath the roadbed over which
Knox's special train traveled
from Corinto to Managua and connected with an electric battery, were
discovered by government agents and
will be used as evidence against the
conspirators.
On the day of Mr. Knox's arrival
at Managua a bomb was exploded under the Chilamate bridge between
Leon and La Ceiba, destroying a small
portion of the track but dolns very
little damage.

Sfc-retar- y

Knox
not Frightened
(
Washington, March. 20. State de
partment official
today
expressed
surprise at the reports from New Orleans that the Nicaraguan govern
ment contemplated executing liberals
arrested March 5 and 6 in connection
with a reported plot to kill Secretary
Knox.
United

States Minister Wetzel, in
reporting the arrests to the state de
partment at that time, declared the
records failed to show that any dynamite bombs actually were placed but
the men were arrested merely to keep
them quiet during the secretary's vis
it, as they had 'been talking wildly
and publishing inflammatory articles
in the newspapers.
Secretary Knox in cablegrams to
the department declared these precautions were unnecessary.
No request of any kind for the punishment
of the men was made by the American government.

'Daily
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T

Grounds for Divorce X
are the Cemetery
X
of Love

:rvice

CITY

EDITION.

"8MOKE" WANT8 A BOUT.
communication bat been received
by The Optic from H. F. Walters,
manager of Al Smaulding, colored middleweight boxer, stating that he is
A
desirous of booking a match with
some Las Vegas pugilist before a
Meadow City audience,
Smaulding
weighs in at 158 pounds and, according to Waters, has a good record,
having knocked out Tony Caponl in
BELIEVED the
EIGHTY-FIVMEN
sixth, Tug Wilson in the ninth, MOBILE AND OHIO EXPRESS IB
IN
IN
EXPLOSION
KILLED
HELD
Herman Grant on two occasions, once
UP
NEAR
CORINTH,
In nine rounds and another time in the
OKLAHOMA COLLIERY
MISS., LAST NIGHT
seventh. He won on a foul from Walter Moon of Oklahoma in the third,
PARTIES AT WORK and knocked out Sailor Burke in the $40,000 TAKEN FROM CAR
RESCUE
second.
Waters wishes to stage the bout be SAFE IS FORCED OPEN BY THE
REBODIES
CONDITION
OF
FROM
some club and with some club
fore
BELIEVED
IT
IS
COVERED
USE OF BIG CHARGE OF
and if offered the right finanboxer,
WHOLE SHIFT PERISHED
NITROGLYCERIN
cial inducement, he says, he can assure the fans a run for their money.
However. Las Vegas has no boxing PASSENGERS
A HORROR IN PENNSYLVANIA
HID
PURSES
clubs and there seems to be no one
in the Meadow City desirous of stagNINE PERSONS L08E LIVES WHEN
BUT THE BANDIT8 DID NOT ATing a third class boxing match. The
OLD MINE WORKISGS SETTLE,
TEMPT TO RAN8ACK THE
a
probability of Water's
booking
CAUSING BLAST OF FIRE
match between the little smoke and
COACHES
a local man seems small.
Fort Smith, Ark., March 20. It is
Corinth, Miss., March 20. Sheriff
MORGAN IS GENEROUS.
feared that 85 men were killed today
McPeters of Alcorn county started
when mine No. 2 of the San Boise Coal
Nashville, Tenn., March 20. An
at the head of posse in pursuit of
was made here today of the
nouncement
at
McCurtain,
Oklahoma,
company
robbers who last night held up
was wrecked by an explosion of gas a gift of $100,000 by J. Pierpont Mor northbound Mobile
and Ohio train
in the ninth level.
Fire and smoke gan to the Peabody College for Teach No. 4, dynamited the safe in the exo the George
thus far have prevented any effec era. The trustees
press car and escaped with booty, the
tive rescue work.
Peabody fund agreed to give an addi full amount of which has not been
One body brought out was so badly tional $100,000 to the southern col determined. The
robbery took place
burned that experienced miners be- lege, provided the college raised $1,- - seven miles south of Corinth in the
lieve there is little hope of rescuing 000,000 by September 1, 1913. Mr Tuscumbia river bottom, which is;
alive the other 84 composing the day Morgan's contribution is to be part heavily wooded.
It is believed the
shift. A special train left here at of the million. Southern alumni have robbers were the same ones who re
11 o'clock, a. m. carrying all available
agreed to raise $200,000.
cently held up a Rock Island train
doctors and nurses and with orders
west of Memphis.
to pick up other doctors at Intermediate points for service at the McCur- JUDICIAL RECALL
Messenger Covered by Revolvers
tain mine disaster. Report to the
20. Mora
SL Louis, Mo., March
Indimining company headquarters
cate a heavy loss of life.
TO BE RESTORED hlle and Ohio passenger No. 4, which
was held np and robbed near Corinth
Mississippi, arrived here today. The
Rescue Apparatus Used
express
messenger, William Snoddy.
LEGISLATURE
ARIZONA
WILL
20
Mine
March
MAleter, Okla.,
told fuither details of the robbery. He
IN
PROVISION
BACK.
PUT
rescue
apwith
Inspector Burgess,
would not say how much money the
THE CONSTITUTION
paratus, left here this afternoon for
......... .1
,
Ti
t. :
i .. j .
.i Cuitdiu. No ikdinaitkm was given
as to the seriousness of the catasPhoenix, Ariz., March 20. The pro- Snoddy as saying $40,000 wnt in the
constitutional amendment pro safe.
posed
trophe.
"I had not idea that t'.ie train was
Nine men escaped from the McCur- viding for the recall of the judiciary
robbed when it stopped," Je
being
to
will
which
both
submitted
be
extain mine Immediately after the
said "The first I knew anything was
of
to
houses
Arizona
the
70
men
are
entombed.
and
still
legislature
plosion
was when I heard something
Another explosion momentarily is morrow, will be placed before the leg wrong
crash
the door of my car
against
form.
in
Homer
islators
Senator
unique
feared. Air was forced into the shaft
Then
door
the
gave way and the first
this afternoon despite the fire but it Wood of Pre sco t, who is seeking to
man had jumped-in- .
I
a
knew
thing
is feared all the men remaining in have the proposed amendment resubthrew
revolver
He
a
up and ordered!
mitted to the people ax the next gen
the mine are dead,
me to put up my hands. He ordered
eral election, has provided for the
me to keep still and then another
consideration of the state senate and
man came
I was .'wperea
in.
Women and Children Perish
assembly, photographic reproductions
car.
to
leave
Ou', if '
then
the
20.
a
March
gas
By
Scranton, Pa.,
of the original judiciary recall pro
wu oTbus
another
me.
man
guarded
explosion, caused, it is believed, by vision as it appeared in the manu
mine settlings, nine persons were kill- script copy of 'the proposed Arizona in the car for several minutes. Thert
he, too, came out, A minute later
ed and two injured today in Dunmore constitution.
came the explosion, as the safe was
near here. Two families, comprising
Above
the photographic part of
two women and seven children, were the measure. Senator Wood has writ forced open."
J. J. Hovell, his wife and their
either blown to pieces in the explo- ten the title and preamble, and apof Aven, Illinois, werofw
daughter,
followin
the
or
that
fire
burned
sion
pended to the documents are affidaon the train. Hovell told how
ed and destroyed three houses. The vits of the secretary of state that sengers
hid their money endT
dead are:
the reproductions are correct. It is the passengers
rushMrs. John Cavella and her five expected that the amendment will be valuables when the conductor
coaches
ed
the
informing
through
children, Rose, aged 3; Domonlck, adopted as measure No. 1 of both
the train was being held np.
aged S; Lucy, aged 11; Lizzie, aged houses in accordance with Governor
Women put jewels in their stockings
14; William, aged 20.
Hunt's message.
and hid them In their hair, he said,
Mrs. Vito Summa, Mrs. Cavella'S
while the men slipped their purses
two
Mary,
and
children,
her
daughter
MURDERERS AT BAY IN under seats and into every available'
aged 7 and Frank, aged 4.
niche.
was
Summa
of
The body
Mary
The express car was wrecked befound in the limbs of a tree 50 feot
MOUNTAINS
VIRGINIA
yond
repair, the whole front beinic
a
from the scene of the explosion
torn away. Officials believe nitrohalf hour after the accident. More
than 20 dwellings near the scene of POSSES ARE HOT UPON THE glycerin was used- - Windows in the
car were shattered and express packthe exiplosion were badly damaged
TRAIL OF SLAYERS OF THE
ages broken open by the force of the
by the concussion and the flying tlm
HILLSVILLE COURT
Members of the train
explosion.
were
of
persons
hers, and scores
crew, with the exception of Snoddy,
thrown out of their beds and bruised.
Hillsville, Va., March
left the train at Jackson.
Dunmore police say that gas from
and posse men today surround
a broken main caused, perhaps, by
ed and prepared to assault another
Got only $100
the mine settlings, found its way into
mountain stronghold in which the
2u. Local
March
Mobile,
Ala.,
of
where
the Cavella home
the cellar
court house murderers Agent Martin Harlbrook of the SouthOorrall
county
It gathered in a dense volume and
are thought to he at bay. Chestn.tt ern Express company, said today that
exploded when It came in contact
a spur of the Blue Ridge the robbers could not have obtained
with an oil lamp that was burning In Ride,
mountains jus five miles from the more than $100 in the hold up of Mothe house.
home of Floyd Allen, is now supposed bile and Ohio northbound train No. 4.
to be the hiding places of the out near Corinth, Miss., last night.
lowed clansmen. Posses reinforced
SNOW IN NEBRASKA
Hiils-villby every available man from
Norfolk, Neb., March 20. The
ACCUSED BANKER ACQUITTED"
gathered there today.
worst of a series of record breaking
News that the Aliens hurl slipi .
Tularosa, N. M., March 20. H. 8.
snow storms struck north Nebraska out of their discovered refuse al Hollowtay cashier of the Cttilsena
and southern South Dakota today
Squirrels' Spur and rea lid CHwrtrtu'il State Bank of Tularosa, has been acTwelve inches of snow had fallen by
Ridge was brought to Hi'l ill ins quit ted by the jury in the district
9 o'clock and still it is snowing. A
Im(our, of the charges of embezzlement t
night by a mounted messenger.
g
high north wind is blowing and the mediately afterwards Detective Felt, brought against Hollaway by
temperature is falling. Train service leader of the searchers, galloped off
Auditor John .Toerns. The'
is paralyzed, many trains being aban for Chestnut
Ridge at the head of a acquittal came after the first jury
doned.
hand.
empaneled to hear the case had disfiidna Allen is said to have been agreed. This Is the first case brought
Car Traffic Stops
"pen yesterday afternoon making hi" against Holloway, involving $8,300.
Sioux City, Iowa, March 20. One of way down the trail from Squirrels' The case is the outcome of the recent
the most severe snow storms of the Spur and It is believed thut he rearfe-e- alleged robbery of the bank allegedl
with to have been committed by or wltte
the Chestnut ridge s'-"o-winter is raging today. Railroad and
ted.
men
the
the connivance of the cashier.
rest
of
win
the
street car traffic is crippled.
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LEGISLATION IS

DANGEROUS
LOOKS
Warn, HI, March 20. The Ice
In the ACaataBippi Jrivr Is gorged
about hair mile below here hat n
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.

March

Washington,
In session

2 p.

20.

Senate:

m.

Finance committee held hearing on
chemical tariff reduction bill.
House: Met at noon.
State department committee began
investigation of Secretary Knox's alleged uBe of department employe as
a valet.

OFFICIALS

TAKE

JOY JAUNT

A

BUT THEIR CAR SKIDS AND THEY
ARE ALL THROWN OUT ON
THEIR HEADS.

March 20 Frank C.
New York,
Coffyn, the aviator, E. L. Harvey, secretary of the water commissioner of
New York and Albert 8. Levins,

Cof-fyn- 's

press representative, were hurled from the water department automobile In Central park today after It
had skidded and crashed Into a
bridge. Coffyn was stunned and it
was at first thought his skull was
fractured but an examination showed
that he was not seriously hurt. Harvey sustained a broken rib and a
broken arm. Levine was uninjured.

i

c,

former-Travelin-

d

i

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

GOTHAM

10

Inland Lighthouse
By the middle of nex; month New
York will have in operation one of
the queerest lighthouses on record,
that is, so far as lot ation goes. While

BE

WORLD'S ART

these mariners' guides are usually

Falls will give the electric current,
and they have given the assurance
that they are willing to do this

OFFICIAL

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH 20, 1912.

NEWS FROM

THE STATE CAPITAL.
AND
INDIGESTION

GAS, DYSPEPSIA

lo-

GOES

Santa Fe, March 20. The following
cated either on the sea oast or on Makes Your Disordered Stomach Feel
in
Fine
Five
sums
Minutes
of money were received yesternew
small
at
the
or
rocks
Islands
sea,
cne which is soon to heln twinkling
day in the office of State Treasurer
You can eat anything your stomach O. N. Matron:
Interest on deposits,
Is located in a densely wooded portion of State Island, and Is about twe craves without fear of Indigestion or $273.33; common school income fund,
PLANS NOW BEING CONSIDERED
and a half mile In shore. The rea- dyspepsia, or that your food will fer $400; Salomon Sanchez, treasurer of
FOR BIG MUSEUM OF ARTISTson for this seemingly strange loca- ment or sour on your stomach. If yo Guadalupe county, taxes $248.21.
IC PRODUCTIONS
tion lies in the faot that by taking the will takklitUe Dlapepsin occasion
Hearing for Buchanan
W. F. Buchanan, former vice-prelishthouse Inland It has been possible ally.
will taste god, and any dent of the Tucumcari International
Your
New York. March 20. That New to erect it on a hill which will give
will be digested; noth Bank of Commerce, who Is under areat
231
you
much
thing
It
of
feet,
an
elevation
In
the mar future will become
York,
or turn into acid or rest charged with embezzling the
can
ferment
could
ing
which
the possessor of the grea,st
ait greater than the height
or stomach gas, which causes funds of the defunct Institution, will
erect
poison
It
been
had
been
obtained
have
museum in the country and In all
As a result of its belching, dizziness, a feeling of full have his preliminary bearing today
probability in the worM, far surpass- ed on the shore.
It will be poe ness after eating, nausea, Indigestion John Joerns, former state traveling
location
altltudtnous
ing the famous foreign galleries Is
to see the light for a distance (like a lump of lead in stomach), bll auditor will appear against the acsible
now becoming assured.
Hy
many
water brash, cused man.
heartburn,
this Is looked upon as a most signi- of 21 miles at seat. Only Naveslnk lousness,
in stomach and intestines or oth
pain
flashes
which
every
Escaped and Captured
electric
light,
ficant step in the movement which
Word has been reeclved In the of
can be seen further than er symptoms.
five
seconds,
will
make
they believe
eventually
Headaches from the stomach are ab fice of the state mounted police that
22
this city the art center of the world. the new beacon, its range being
solutely unknown where this effective Santiago Montoya, a prisoner at the
new
The
miles.
praotic
lighthouse
The arrival here of a portion of the
remedy is used. Dlapepsan really does state penitentiary escaped yesterday
wonderful Morgan art collection has ally completes the safety equipment
near
Am pi! the work of a healthy stomach. afternoon from a road gang
miles
seven
the
of
long
great
brought to an acute crisis a situation
in from the It digest your meals when your stom Chapelle. A telephone message from
brose
channel
leading
numwhich has been impending for a
ach can't A single dose will digest J. B. McManus, superintendent of the
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24 Ontario
St, Ro- I can cheerfully recommend this pre
and the approach of the national con- revolvers to the tiny pearl handled chester, Glossner,
N. Y., has recovered from a paration as one that lives
up to rep
vention Colonel Roosevelt has found revolvers of about two inches in long and severe attack of kidney trou resentations."
Into a controversy with lengtn, uiose which are carried hy ble, his cure being due to Foley Kid
time
for sale by all dealers. Price 50
All kinds ney Pills. After detailing his case,
jfflimokn artist and naturalist women in their stockings.
rjr ii question of which colors of sabres, swords, including two Jap- he says: "I am only sorry I did not icents. Foster-MflburCo., Buffalo,
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills New York, sole agents for the United
make an animal most easily seen In anese "Katana" t swords of Samurai) In a few
days' time my backache
the jungle and which render the most were there, while fencing foils, can completely left me and I felt greatlv States.
Remember the name Doan's and
efficient protection from the eyes of openers, pen knives, sword
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provide this coun- "trying"
druggists.
settler the matter. Colonel Roose- try with the most gorgeous night In search of the correct model for
v.ce
&
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velt hold that ithe stripes
of the spectacle In the world is now under your particular figure. R.
stop and Consider
zebra and the spots of the leopard way here in the shape of a proposal sets have attained their wide popular The value of getting good goods at
make them
splcuous In their na- for the illumination by night of the ity through their individuality. Each the store where price meets purse.
tive haunts, and that the drab gray waters of Niagara Falls by means of model In the vast range has been lie- In selecting anything from our comof the wild ass make It difficult of huge electric searchlights and pro- signed for a particular figure. Prices plete and up to date jewelry stock
remember that you are assured of
discovery, while his adversary takeg jectors. Already a bill has been in range from 60, cents up At the
wares that are of guaranteed excel
exactly tie opposite staflti. T5 prove troduced at Albany providing for an 10 and 25 cnts store.
lence. We have built up the- - busils contention Colonel Roosevelt's op appropriation of $50,000 for the conness of our store by pleasing every
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Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
the jungle In Central Park. A num amount for the same purpose. Should out by that high class photographer
Its great reputation and extenber of persons were then called upon the plan prove successful there Is no Better arrange for a sitting today won sale
sive
by its remarkable cures of
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to impersonate Hons by crouching on doubt that (he great silvery sheets of
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
the ground, and to see which anmlals Illuminated water pouring over the
depended upon. Try it Sold by all
PURE STIMULANTS
druggists.
they could diecqver first The queer falls would eontaitute an eighth won Should be a
of the equipment
part
test showed that In every case the der of the world. The electrical illu of
every properly stocked home.
stripes of the zebra served to confuse mlnation will be by no means an ex Our stock of whiskies is
pure and is FOR THE CHILDREN
the eye and ma we It almost indlg- - periment since about five years ago
unequaled for medicinal purposes
AL80 FOR GROWN PERSONS
unguisnaDie wnereas the wild ass some $35,000 was raised for a tempor It is particularly suited for family
with his monochrome coloring was ary illumination, and photographs ta use. We
- SAFE - RELIABLE
carry a full line of excellent QUICK
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
easily and clearly seen. In view of ken at that time gave some idea of wines. Home trade a specialty. The
the fact that one of the subjects us- the wonderful effect produced. Esti- Opera Bar. Charles Farley,
proprietor. FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
ed, and the one which caused the mates have been prepared by electricoverthrow of the colonel's theories, al experts, based in part on the exSPRING IS COMING
COMPOUND
is practically tbe same as the one periment of five years ago, and it has
Mrs. Wallls, the milliner, has re
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
which haa Intimate pictorial connec-to- been ascertained that the perman- ceived an advance showing of spring
into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
with one of the great political par- ent construction and installation of styles In millinery. The designs are quickly
PNEUMONIA which often means a sud
ties, local politicians who believe In the electrical plan will cost $100,000 beautiful and modish. Now Is the den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
hunches are wondering whether the and that the cost of operation and time to have your hats remodeled for AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
and give at first sign of a cold
outcome of the test may be taken as manitenance will be $5,000. Tbe esti- spring. Mrs- Wallls Is prepared to house
Refuse substitutes.
an Indication of the outcome of the mate is based on the understanding do such work quickly and satisfactor
O. G. SCHAEFER
next election.
that the power companies of Niagara ily at her store on Sixth street
Red Cross Drug Co-
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THERE IS A GREAT ADVANTAGE IN BUYING
YOUR SUIT EARLY IN THE SEASON
Aside from the fact that you

have far better choice from complete
stocks by purchasing early, there Is also the advantage of getting longer
and more satisfactory service from your suit.

Ws

Women.whom we have given thls'advice to on former occasions and
who purchased their Spring suit when we made our first displays, have
freely expressed the desire to be among the first notified when our new
Spring suit stock arrives. They realize there Is a great advantage in
ing their suit early in the season.

buy-

And Now a Word About These
New Spring Suits
First of all, jacket lengths of the new suits range from 26 to 28 inches
a length especially chic In appearance. Sleeves are elbow or
r
in length large armholes are a particularly notable feature of the
new styles. The skirts continue narrow with
straight lines, though ample
three-quarte-

enough in width to give perfect freedom of movement. Serge, Cheviots,
Diagonals and novelty materials enter largely in the new suitB for Spring.
Coming to the vital question of cost the suits shown in this display
are moderately priced in every instance, as the following prices give evidence:

n

s

$15.00 to $45.00

A Most

Extensive Showing of Beautiful

Becoming "Gage" Millinery
Of alluring charm and extreme b ecomingness, these

lovely trimmed
hats are bound to elicit your most generous praise. We have spared no
effort to make this mltial exhibition of Gage hats complete and
Lovely hats of every sort, to suit every Individuality are here in a
profuse abundance.

Small hats are a particularly prominent style feature.
Hemps and Milans are the leading braids, and shapes are novel and delightfully clever. Trimmings are of everything from the smallest quill
up to the most gorgeous combination of silk and flowers.
Is

worthy your prompt consideration.

e

This exhiblton

You cannot afford to overlook It.

has VGw'Leading Store

S.&ttswum&ls Son
Soutk SidePkuja

Established f862
BKP

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

--

tqet

n

J.

M. CUNNINOHAJ1,

PRANK SPRIKQER

"-

Piesident

HOSKINS, CMhier.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Win. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

.

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest PeJd on Deposits

pro-Inc- e

GDEATER

LA8 VEGA8

be made a beautifel city at
night as well as by day by th liberal
use of electricity. Those merchants
who already have installed
electric
signs have been more than pleaded
with the result Their places of bus
iness have been made so attractive
that the volume of trade has Increased
materially. Electric signs are cheaper
than you imagine. See us for figures.
The Las Vegas Light and Power
Can

n

-

-

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 OAY8
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Plies in to 14 days. 5nc

There Is Only One

"Bromo Quinine"
That Is

Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO DURE A COLD IM ORE DAY

Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c.

6WA

Subscribe for The Optic

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

HOW HE GOT GOOD
FARM LAND BY

FREIGHT
CHICAGO TRUCK GARDENER
SOIL

HAULED

IN

HAD

mm Te KING
o

BLOOD

PURIFIERS

FROM

MARCH 20, 1912,

THREE

combined pay moreover for the job
will not equal the fees paid to one CAME BACK TO HIS MEMORY
of the lawyers for the defense as a
Long Years of CaptMty Had Not Efretainer.
faced Early Teachings From Mini
of Elephant
FOR AGED PEOPLE
The following is an instance of an
Old Folks Should be Careful In Their
elephant's
good manners and of the
Selection of Regulative Medicine
with which an Idea once reWe have a safe, dependable, and tenacity
ceived by him adheres In bis memaltogether Ideal remedy that is par- ory.
When visiting the London Zoo, an
ticularly adapted to the requirements
of aged people and persons of weak fcn'lshman who had seen service in
constitutions who suffer from constl- - ndla Kot Permlsiou for his children
Aft"
pation or other bowel disorders.
Ve
one,ofVle,elhantt;'d.
beast
are so certain that it will relieve! bun
to make him say "Please,"
t
these complaints and give absolute, using in this connection the
phrase
satisfaction In every particular that "Salaam kuro" (make a salaam),
Tne man animal regarded the man
lira offer it with our
personal guaran
tee that it shall cost the user nothing gravely for some time, eagerly eyeing
if it fails to substantiate our claims the bun in his hand. At last memory
came to the pachyderm's aid, and up
This remedy, is called Rexall Order-jUe- went his
trunk, and he made a most
correct salaam.
i
Kexall Orderlies are eaten Just like
The beast's keeper was much asidiiidy, are particularly prompt and tonished, asking what the performance
agreeable in action, may be taken meant The Britisher explained that
it was a point of good manners for an
jai any time, day or night: do not
cause diarrhoea, nausea, griping, ex- elephant to raise his trunk up to his
forehead if anyone was going to feed
cessive looseness, or other undesir-effects- . him, and that
frequently elephants
They have a verv mild would ask in this polite manner for
bu positive action upon the organs something when they encountered
anyone who seemed likely to offer
with which they come in contact,
them food.
acting as a regulative tonic
npon the relaxed muscular coat of the he had never seen
the elephant do this
i u us
'
overcoming weaKness, before, and that lie had been in
and aiding to restore the bowels to charge of the beast since its arrival
more vigorous and health- - activity, from India a long time since. For 17
only at our store- - Tht Rexall Store, years this animal had never heard
these word6. ;:nd had always taken
nly at our store The Rexall Stort.
bis food
mt this mark of good
E. G. Murphey.
manners.
e Sunday Magazine.
-

LOUISIANA.

As the Lion is Monarch
of the Forest, so S. S. S. is
King of Blood Purifiers and
Masterover all Blood diseases.
Pure, rich blood and a free
circulation is the surest pre-

,

KNEW

SOMETHING

ABOUT

Modest Appearing Man Proved
Had Right to Criticise Youthful Art Student

.

fT
Ha

OREGON SENATOR FAVOR8 GENEROSITY TOWARD CAPITAL.

An art student was copying one of
Abbott S. Thayer's paintings at the
Mew York Metropolitan Museum of
art one day, when a plainly dressed
nan who looked as if he might be

t mechanic approached and, posting
llmself at the young man's elbow,
watpfied him as he labored over bis

mbject

"You've got the angle of the mouth
wrong, and the left eye is too oblique,''
emarked the man decidedly.
The student blinked angrily and the
land that wtlded the brush trembled
slightly, but he took no notice of the
msollcited criticism.
"There is too much yellow in your
lesb tint," continued the man.
"SUU no reply from the student,
who ostentatiously slapped on more
in the high light on the nose.
"Did you hear what I said?"
d
the man.
"Yes, I heard," responded the stu-iewrathfully, turning and glaring
it his modest looking critic. "What do
fou know about it, anyway?"
"I ought to know something about
t," was the smiling response. "It was
who painted the picture."

20.- - Farms
March
Chicago,
by
freight, delta acreage by carlots, that
is the latest in agriculture in Chicago
where a truck farmer solved the prob
lem by buying the sort of soil he
vention against the diseases
wanted and having It shipped to him
and disorders which are con
Buying farm land at $6 a ton is an
stantly attacking our physical
members and
innovation in Illinois but Hichard HI systems. Healthy blood stimulates the excretory
Klrchberger, a truck gardener In a su enables them to filter out of the system everything that is not necesdetermined by experiments sary or beneficial to the growth and development of the body. Thus
burb,
ve are apt to remain healthy unless there is a weakening of the
what kind of soil he needed for grow
vital fluid or an impure infection of the circulation.
lug vegetables and when he discov
Imperfect blood takes various forms in its outward manifestation.
ered that kind of soil in Louisiana A
weak, watery circulation denotes anaemia with its attendant evils
soil wealth that the Mississippi had of
pale, waxy complexions, malarial conditions, or perhaps some more
carried downstream during countless definitely marked disorder is shown. Frequently the blood becomes
'
generations, he bou6t it. Next he infected with acrid humors, and Eczema, Tetter, Acne, or some other
arranged with the railroads to move skin affection makes its appearance, while an excess of uric acid in
that soil north again, to proximity to the circulation produces Rheumatism with its pains and aches.
FIRE DOG UNWELCOME GUEST
the appetites of a great city which he Old Sores and Ulcers are likewise dependent on bad blood, these
proposed to appease with green stuff places being kept open and in a state of irritation by the drainage of
Even Boarding Him One Day In the
grown on the delta soil. This idea pollution which disordered blood constantly discharges into them.
Week Almost Gives Woman
Another
common indication of weak, impure blood is the loss of
of buying soil is not novel in Europe
Nervous Prostration.
n
a
out
and
worn
condition
of
tired,
appetite,
feeling
general
and it seems likely to be more gener- the
in
This
is an ailment very prevalent
the Spring and most
system.
Ask any fireman's wife what day in
ally adopted in this country as the persons so afflicted realize the
the week she dreads most, and the
necessity of overcoming the trouble by
cl now overflowed Is reclaimed and
UHLEIN HORSES AT AUCTION
the use bf a tonic.
chances are she wlU tell you the day
Its surpassing riches made available.
Milwaukee. Wis., March 20.- - Many POINT THAT ATTRACTED HIM the fire station
We recommend to all in need of a blood purifier or tonic, the
dog takes bis meals
Edmund T. Perkins, acting president use of S. S. S., 3 medicine which has proven itself the greatest of all celebrated racing horses included in
at her house, says the Philadelphia
Dinners Had at Least One Times.
o the National Drainage Congress, mood purifiers.
It goes down into the circulation and removes all im- the breeding establishment of the Vegetarian
Good Idea That He Could
"Not that we don't like the dog,"
I(J August uhiein
said Mr. Kirchberger's
makes
the
and
blood
are
humors
and
to
and
healthaccomplishgo under
purities,
poisons
pure
Appreciate.
me woman said, "but because we
ments showed what a vast mine of sustaining, it purities and strengthens weak deteriorated blood, the hammer at the big private aucbave to be so careful about our cookAfter steadfastly declining many
fertility lies submerged when 75,000,- - supplies it with the healthful properties it needs and lays the founda tion sale which began at the state
The men at the station where
tion for good health. As a tonic lair grounds here today. The entire Invitations to public dinners a man ing. husband
000 acres are now swamp which ought
my
works are afraid to bring
S.
S.
S.
has
no
astonished
his
and
those
friends
who
90"
by attending Harney up on restaurant food.
equal
to be reclaimed and put to use. The
head, is to he
establishment, some
THE BEST BLOOD PURIFIER
They
three
are beginning to feel the need of disposed of, The Harvester, 2:01,
vegetarian dinners.
think he will thrive better on good
river has washed down unestimated
"Are you a convert?" they asked.
a medicine to fortify themsuch
home cooking, so they take turns at
alone, excepted. Many in the lot are
IS THE BEST TONIC selves
quantities of rich earth and decaying
"I am not," said the man. "I go beagainst the unpleasant conby the world's champicm cause the vegetarians have one cus- entertaining him,
carlings
vegetable matter, he said, which covditions which come with Snrino"Wednesday is bis day here. He
rotting stallion. The prominence of tom that deserves to be encouraged. comes
ers an area of 9,000,000 acres and and early Summer, should commence its use at once. S.
S. S.. the the
for all three meals. It Is a day
horses to be disposed of led to Their speechmaking precedes the din- of
goes to a depth of 3,000 feet over a King of Blood Purifiers, is a genuine blood cleanser, made
anxiety. If I make things too rich
entirely
ner. Anyhow, it did at the three dinin
marked
a
Interest
the
sale
and
large portion of the district. "This it um juuis, nerDs anu Darns; u aoes not contain a particle of mineral
ners I attended. That is a most com- Bob swears 111 give Barney Indigeshumus, as it is called, is of great n any form. You could not do better than begin the use of S. S. S. number of well known horsemen from mendable custom. It ought to be tion. If they aren't rich enough ho
value as fertilizer although the Chi- ..from any cause your blood is weak or impure. S. S. S. cures all various parts of the country were on adopted at all dinners. Everybody is will not be sufficiently nourished. I
don't mind
for Bob nor for
roubles due to a deranged circulation, and you will find it the most hand for the opening.
In a hurry to begin
cago man is the first to use it to any
eating, and they any amount cooking
of company, my mother-in-ladon't
ever
tonic
to
used.
take
Write
for
time
meander
book
on
a
;atisfactory
blood
you
"The
the
and
through
large extent," said Mr. Perkins.
Included, but fixing things for
lot of dull speeches.
medical advice. No charge for either.
CONGRESS OF MOTHERS
only way in which this .vast area of any
"I
know why the vegetarians Barney gets on my nerves."
don't
St.
20.
THE
March
SWIFT
and
SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
Louis,
Delegates
incalculably rich soil can be cultivatreversed the usual order. None of
many visitors from all sections of the them that I asked could
ed is by carrying out the drainage
tell. PersonThrew Wooden Shoes at Bride.
were present at the opening ally, I think it is because
projects which are being advocated, "The result is what is to be expected time has not seemed propitious until country
they are so
In the shower of missiles hurled
here
of
sixteenth
annual
the
anxious to get away and order & after the wedded
today
construct levees and pump and drain The National Association of Railroad now." Mr. Arnold, an id soldier, is
"child welfare congress" under the square meal somewhere after their ap- struck the settlement pair something
the water off."
worker with
Commissioners has urged steps of re anxious to do another big thing for
auspices of the National Mothers petites have been whetted by their stinging force. "What on earth!" she
Loan Shark Metnods Exposed.
own little snack that they can't wait
form, also the executives of several his countrymen before the end of his congress ana
asso
then quickly added: "A
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The Long Surrerrng Jury.
is a problem that federal agents are nold, "and all were anxious to help
active as youth. The muscles are
Now It so chanced that their very the electric furnace, being composed
to
that
in an organization
The end of the "beer trust" trial less elastic.
promises
said to be looking! mto.
And the bowels are first guests were a young widow and of silica and carbon fused in the presrestore the independence and pros- In Chicago means to the jurymen the muscles.
her father, who had recently lost his ence of salt and sawdust Harper's
Keep Off the Tracks.
So all old people need Cascarets. second wife. An agent from the as-- Weekly,
That trespassers still are the larg- perity of country retailers, banks and end of three months of the most
est factor in the appalling casualty local business which have suffered strenuous sort of campaigning, im- One might as well refuse to aid weak eclated charities came to investigate
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laxity of law eneforcement allow rail- goods so purchased, and every one in has introduced 1,460 exhibits, the de- of the old need is a
gentle and na- about your willingness or refusal to
"My directions on that point," said
road rights of way to be used as thor- the town and county suffers to some fendants 100, some of them intricate tural tonic. One
that can be con- be a candidate?
Sir Richard, "will be few and simple.
oughfares by children and adults al- extent I have been urged hy many mazes of figures. But all the mass of stantly used without harm. The only
The Political Sphinx Say that no You must not eat the shovel, poker, or
to begin operations at once, and have evidence and arguments must be as- such tonic Is
though over six thousand persons
CsjBcarets and they cost Mend Is authorized to speak foa me, tongs, for they are hard of digestion;
are killed while trespassing on organized the National Merchandise similated by each of the jurors and
only 10 cents per box at any drag nd then make sure that if the people nor the bellows, for they are windy;
but anything else yon please!"
tie tracks," this bulletin declares. company for that purpose, but the their task will be no light one. Their store. They work while you sleep. '
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Likes Plans of L'Enfant, and Would
Have Government Acquire Land
South of the Avenue and Rase
Old Buildings.
Senator George E. Chamberlain of
Oregon is strongly la favor of the
development
of
Washington along
laid
the
lines
down by the park
commission, and
particularly In regard to the kind
of memorial which
is to be erected
here to Abraham
Lincoln. He said
in an interview:
"If the original
plan of L'Enfant had been carried
out the south of Pennsylvania
would now be owned and contr
absolutely and entirely by the goi
ment of the United States, with public
buildings designed and erected in ac
cordance with a systematic pla, mak
ing a consistent and beautiftal
I
hope that congress will not
gardly In the matter of cond
and acquiring for the United
the properties on the south sidi
avenue ana placing them ant
Mall in a condition so that impfor
menu may be made from time to
time as have been recommended and
as were laid down and marked out by'
L'Enfant In his original design.
I do not believe that It was the
commercial spirit of the tlmea that
marred the plan of L'Enfant for the
laying out of the capital. Washington
was not looked upon as the site of a
great commercial city, and never has
been looked upon as such. Its growth,
which has been phenomenal la recent
years, could not bave been foreseen
or prophesied by the wisest statesmen
in the days gone by. I believe that
changes in this plan have been dee to
the fact that people of the city aad
of the whole country could not appreciate the Importance of the necessity of beautifying the capital and
making it what the capitals of the
South American republics are, attrac
tive in every sense of the world from
an architectural and artistic stand-

point
"I want to urge as strongly as I can

mat tne plan wnien nas been

pro-

posed by the McMillan park con m
be carried out in one mo
o
port ant particular, and there otig!
be constructed on the area webieii)
from Washington monument and In
line with It nnnnatto tn tho natlniu
jl l nr II M
(.BUI Ul. I ! inn I III. ,111.11
to Abraham Lincoln.
A memorial to Lincoln ougntto
.
TTT
.1 U
VI
ti n licit; in tt Holliug to
wueiV
are
gri mages
constantly and In in
creasing numbers being made by the
patriotic men, women and children'
of the whole country. A memorial to
him should be permanent Imposing,
different in design, purpose and in
tent from any other that adorn tl e
city, and It should be so located as
to be easily accessible to all our
1

1

'

,.

V.

1,...

1

X

: l
n-

.

IUTTJ U11U IV i III'"
inruiui J auu
tendernesB of his heart as well as for
the great Barvlces he rendered h'
country In its darkest hour of trial.
"Some one has recently rt.at-d'- in
a
communication In one of thefNsa - ;
papers here that the United State
is better at republic building than the
American
South
republics, but b
found out from actual observation anc
from being on the ground that the;
excel us in city and capital building
citing as particular Instances of thu
magniflcance of the South American
capitals those at Rto Janeiro and
Buenos Aires. If congress does whhf
these republics have done and will
appropriate a sufficient sum to acquire
title to all properties on the south side
avenue and else
of Pennsylvania
where necessary to carry out the design of the commission, tear down the
old buildings thereon and proceed as
necessities require the construction of
public and other structures upon a
consistent and artistic plan, the time
Is not far distant when we will prcve
to the world that we can when w x
uv
to do so, with our wealth, with
ability and with our distingui. cd
architects, excel in capital building ,s
well as in republic building."
'

Setting One's Heart on a Purpose.
A man should conceive of a legti-mat- e
purpose In his heart, and set
out to accomplish it. He should make
this purpose the centralizing point of
his thoughts. It may take the form
of a spiritual ideal, or It may be a
worldly object according to his nature at the time being; but whichever It is, he should steadily focus his
thought forces upon the object which
he has set before him.
He should
make this purpose his supreme duty,
and should devote himself to Its attainment, not allowing his thoughts to
wander away Into ephemeral fancies,
longings and Imaginings. James Allen.

Reaching One's Audience.

It

Is a great mistake to think any-

thing to profound or rich for a popular audience. No train of thought Is
too deep, or subtle, or grand; but the
manner of presenting it should be peculiar. It should be presented tn
anecdote or sparkling truism or tell-ia- g
Illustration, or stinging epithet:
always In some concrete form never
In
a logical, abstract syllogistic
shape Rufus Choate.
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THE AUTO FIRE ENGINE.
(By J. W. Foley, In the April Popular Mechanics Magazine)
Yes, things are changed, doggone
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The Prescriptlonist

Send for

Harris of Albuquerque came in
last night from the Duke City on business.
Mrs. M. F. Schmidt left this afternoon on train No. 10 for Greenvile,
1
S.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
leaving our
prescription
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

CO.

DRUG

WINTERS

Phone Main i

1

THE LATEST IN

SPRING and

SUMMER

Dress Goons
SILK FOULARDS,
SILK AND COTTON

TISSUES,

ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,

POPLINS, MADRAS,
PERCALES,

BATISTE

AND

LAWNS,

Complete Line in
Goods, Silk and Net
Lace Waists From $2.00 up

Also

Ready-To-We-

ar

Come in and Look at our New
Goods Whether you buy or not.
HOFFMAN

AND

GRAUBARTH

Phone Main 104.

fo no

theKC

COOKS

Miss.

I

i

...The Best...

Canuto Ramirez of Roclada was In
Las Vegas yesterday and today on
business.
J. A. Cherry of Albuquerque came
in yesterday from the Duke City on
business;
Hari-Jones of Trinidad came in
yesterday afternoon rrom Colorado
on business.
Jnan Kavanaugh, a ranchman of
this section, was a visitor in Santa
Fe yesterday.
E. T. McCarthy arrived last night
from his home in Albuquerque on a
short business trip.
L. B. Miller was in Las Vegas yesterday and today from his home In
Ribera on business.
Santa Fe Division Foreman T. G.
Ogden returned this afternoon from a
short business trip to I .amy.
A. J. Learny of the postofflce department, was in Las Vegas today
from his headquarters In Denver.
Saturnino Pinard, a ranchman of
Pasamonte, was in Las Vegas today
on business and visiting friends.
Mrs. G. P. Lay left this afternoon
for her home In New Orleans. Mrs.
Lay has been spending the winter In
Las Vegas.
Werne' Wogan
arrived yesterday
from bis home In Marion, O. Mr.
Wogan experts to reside perman
ently In Las Vegas.
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe master mechanic, Came in last night from his
headquarters In Ration and was In Las
Vegas today on business.
M. C. de Baca, former
territorial
superintendent of schools, came in
from Santa Fe yesterday, returning
to the Capital City last night.
Mrs. S. A. Oonnoll and children left
this afternoon for Denver where they
will loin Mr. Connell, who Is employed there by the Union Pacific rail
road.
Simon Bltterman, formerly a resident of Las Vegas, now a sheep broker of Denver, was iw as Vegas today
on business and for a short visit with
friends.
T. ,T. Reed of Greencastle, Mo., was
In Las Vegas yesterday
and today
looking over the farming land on the
mesa with a view to moving to the
Meadow City. Mr. Reed was favors,
ably impressed with conditions here
and expects to return ln;a short time.

SHORT ORDERS
and

BARTENDER

REGULAR DINNERS
HEPNER & BARNES, Props.

BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE
OF LAS VEGA87
If you do you will want to take a
chance on two good business lots that
can be bought now for
DO YOU

$1200 00

These lots will double In value as
soon as things begin to move.
Buy
them now for $1200.00.
THE INVESTMENT &
AGENCY
CORPORATION. George A. Fleming,
Manager.

SHOT

Silver City, N. M., March 20. A row
in Jo McAlister's saloon, just outside
of Hurley, between Lee Steen and a
stranger, resulted in the bartender,
Dick Dunlap, being painfully shot in
the right shoulder. Steen and the
stranger had some words, when the
former grabbed a gun and fired, the
ball missing the intended vicitim and
striking the bartender in the shoulder,
inflicting an ugly and serious wound.
Steen was arrested by Deputy Sheriff
Wayne Estes and was given a hearing
before Justice Boyce, who bound him
over to the grand jury, in the sum of
$500, in default of which
he was
brought to Silver City and lodged in
jail.
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hLakvKisr.iifs
Delicious Cake
Healthful Food

I!

?

made wiih

Dr.CREAM
Prices
BakingPowder
Tke product of

Grapes

BOOK..

Its FREE

JVrs. (Janet
JEXenzieTtill.

Carrfllllu
cmty

MFG. CO.

Dept. 54
Chicago.

Write vour name and address
plainly on this coupon. At
tach the colored certmcate

Srnd the Cook s BookV
IKKK.

t

Name
I

X

sending both to

US.

YouwillbemiKhtyBladyM
did. JaaufsMU. Co.
Chicago

JAQUES

SSItAN

Address

LVEK Y LI1TLE MUVEHtNT
FEATUREOFMME.SHLKKY
THERE ARE IN ADDITION MANY
SONG HITS IN THE CLEVER
COMIC OPERA.

"Every Little

MFG.

CO- -

CHICAGO

Movement

Has a

Meaning All Its Own," Is the newest
lilt to become epdemic over the country. The air is the theme of "Madame
Sherry," a new musical production by

23

GUAR"

considerable quantities, and to maintain a strike in all of them at once
would be a stupendous undertaking.
Then, too, several of the fields, particularly that of West Virginia, are
not strongly unionized. The railroads
and other industries dependent upon
the bituminous supply always figure
that enough soft coal can be produced somehow to supply their needs.
that there were
They remember
strikes in the soft coal regions of
several states last year at the same
time, but no serious shortage of fuel
resulted. The possibility of general
strikes being declared simultaneous
ly in the anthracite and bituminoiis
fields on April 1 is considered the
most threatening feature of the situ
ation.

Otto Hauerbach and Karl Hoschna,
and which was such a tremendous
success at the New Amsterdam theater. New York.
"Madame Sherry'' will be played
here by the New York New AmsterState of Ohio, city of Toledo.
dam Theater company on March 27.
ss.
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney
makes oath
that he is senior partner 6f the firm
it F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
TRAINLOAD OF HEAVY
In the City of Toledo.
County and
State aforesaid, ..and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
EXPLOSIVES GOES UP DOLLARS for each ami every" case of
Catarrh that cannot be
hy the
use of HALL'S CATAPRH ( TRK
FRANK J. CHENEY.
ENGINE COLLIDES
BOX
WITH
Sworn to before me and subscribed
CARS CAUSING DISASTROUS
in my presence, this 6th day of De
ACCIDENT.
cember. A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Canandaigua, March 20. Buildings
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
were shaken and windows broken tor
nally and acts directly
upon the
half a mile around today when a Le- blood
and mucous surfaces of the
high Valley locomotive ran into a system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
string of freight cars loaded with coal
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
and chemicals at Manchester. The
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
impact set off some of me chemicals, stipation
which were explosives. Albert Mack,

a freight conductor, living at Suspen
sion Bridge, was killed. He was riding
on the pilot of the engine.
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announced from the office of
uvr
Cojnnell. general
pa
agent of the Atchison, Taps.
WB
Santa Fe in Topeka that h
.
fare train the "Santa Fe de Lax. 3
will be placed in service next winter.
It has been declared a success by of-'- .
ficials of the road.
The train westbound
will be uban- F
doned about the last of this month.
Kast bound lit is possible that ihe "de
Luxe' will run until the middle of
Late in March all heavy west
May.
bound traffic to California tails off to
normal ont of season business. But It
takes the roads until the last of April
or the middle of May to take care of
the return travel from the Pacific
coast to the cast.
The "Santa Fe de Luxe' was a new
venture in railroad passenger travel.
In order to handle exclusive travel
from tl i ast the Santa Fe designed
a madr
train of the best
equlrrent on the market, i?ave it a
schedule of the fastest timo between
Chicago and the coast and charged
extra for the privilege of using
the cushions.
For a time It was feared that tho
new vetnure would be a failure. In the
first place It was not patronized and
in the second place It was a strain to
officials from Chicago to the coast
trying to keep up the schedule. But
it was early In December when the
trial trips were made, just btfore
Christmas. No one dared to go to
California in the holiday season and
for a few weeks the Santa Fe practically annulled the "de Luxe."
After the holidays the rich and the
exclusive realized that they were getting home comforts and exclusive- ness all In one (through the "Santa Fe
de Luxe" travel. They began to see
the worth of the $25 extra fare. And
they rode on the train.
Since that time the officials of the
passenger department have watched
the train's performance with satisfaction. They have seen two other railroads place "de luxe" train in service. They hare advertised and made
their train popular all over the United
States.
Next year the "Santa Fe de Luxe"
will continue its work of the present
season. A number of new aeommo-dation- s
wil be added to the equip
ment. It will be a train that will set
the pace for luxury and comfort in
crogg country travel.
It

You will Save Time by Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.

1

M,

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
MANUFACTURING

JEWELER

AND OPTICIAN.

See DR. HOUF

Graduate Oculist
AND

Optician
My Work is Guaranteed
My Prices Reasonable.

OFFICE 506$ GRAND AVENUE.
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Many suftereres rrom rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment Not
one case of rheumatism in ten requires any internal treatment whatever.
This liniment Is for sale by
all druggists.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

Full Line of

THE PLAZA

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLE
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

X,

LAS VEGAS, N. H.

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

1111111 WANT COLUMNS

depends upon the success or failure

of the joint conference of the operators and United Mine Workers

WHY

IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

Announcement

Extraordinary
jflf E TAKE

pleasure in
announcing to the
patrons of our theatre
that we have been able to
arrange, at great expense,
an exhibition
of Selig's
Greatest Moving Picture
Masterpiece

awf

"Cinderella"
three reel, with Miss
Mabel Taliaferro, one of the
highest priced stars of the
American stage in the name
This production is
part
beyond doubt the ultimate
achievement of the world's
greatest picture maker, and
we are indeed fortunate in
being able to present to you
this superb masterpiece of
In

photographic and dramatic
Watch, for further
announcements.

art.

jay,

THE BROWNE
THEATRE

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only afprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

must

include a means of presenting the

SEEK TO AVERT COAL STRIKE.
Cleveland, O., March 20. Whether
there is to be a general strike of miners in the bituminous fields on April

which met at the Hollenden hotel In
this city today to resume negotiations
looking to a new agreement to go into
effect when the present agreement
expires on the last day of this month.
Both sides admit that the prospects
for an amicable settrement of the existing differences are not very bright.
The miners declare their intention to
stand firm in their demand for a seven-hour
day, five hours on Saturday,
with full pay, and on average advance
of 10 per cent on the wage scale. The
mine ownersassert that the demands
of the miners are impossible.
Th parties to the present conference represent the operators
and
miners In the soft coal fields of western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois.
But any agreement reached
udoubtedly would be used as the basis for similar agreements In Missouri,
Kansas, Arkansas and Oklahoma,
composing the Southwestern territory,
and Michigan, West Virginia, Kentucky and Iowa.
The prospect of a strike in the soft
coal field, while serious enough In Its
consequences, is not regarded with
the same alarm In industrial circles
as Is the possibility of a similar tie-u- p
of the anthracite mines. The principal reason for this Is that the soft
coal supply is not limited to a small
territory as in the case of the supA dozen, states,
ply of anthracite.
more or less, produce soft coal in

f

Test Eyes, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair

1

How to get the
Cook's Book

jAoiias

LUXE

We are fully equipped to

J.

In the wonderful K C Cook's Book. Mrs. Janet
Tipnd
McKenzie Hiu of Boston Cooking School
fame, tells every housewife how to become an expert cook how to prepare
such appetizing dishes the family will go simply wild over what you set
lefore them.
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated i:i 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
proven recipes that will be successful every
time if the few simple suggestions are followed.
gVCAN GUARANTOR
The K C Cook's Book has been pr. pared
at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
and if purchased at a store would easily cost
50 cents, yet we give it absolutely free as we
want you to know exactly what K C Mating
rowder is and what it will ao tor you in
your own kitchen. You need this won
derful book it is ot vital importance
to every housewife.
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WHERE OUR DEAD GO, TOO.
THE LOBBY
cheap, 25 cants for regular meals
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Maj. 8. Harris, one of the AustralMany people wonder now it la possible to serve soon e celtest meals so ians who fought In the South African
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
THE
w n
war, visited British Columbia and finm,
cheaply.
ally settled down In Vancouver. Now
he tells of a man In his province who
WEATHER
IN UNCERTAIN
went over to see London for the first
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS3
The safest and surest way to travel time last year and was being shown
1 jj
Is with a horse. We carry a full line throught Westminster abbey. He got
of livery outfits and are prepared to Into conversation with a tourist agent
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. I, A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
furnish drivers If necessary. VVe also who was showing a party about and
-was explainA. M
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
a
store
A
are supplied with a fine line of good at Intervals the man who
Regular com- ..NO. 804. Meets second and font
during
shoe
(Scene
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The Lobby la such a popular meet
,n Pce for menT The answer U
U7. U handles the beat wines and
liquors tor sale In Las Vegas and Is
to a convenient location, on the corner
opposite the Santa rw station. A big
line of the best cigars In always in
atook. Lantech & Benjamin, propria-tore,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED

OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
(

E

B

The Optic Can Furnish Vou With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work,

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

3

3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM 2.
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Fancy Ben Davis Apples

8 Pounds for 25c
Good Size,

Good Keepers

AT THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR CASH
AT THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR LESS

l1

MIi Ol

AT THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY.
.A

WCKKKKKK-)-!

.1.

1

'

. V

ANOTHER SHIPMENT

Of Fancy Cheese
NEUFCHATEL
LUNCH

mmk
HOMAGE DE BR1L
CAMEMBE81

SWISS

CREAM CHEESE (IN SMALL PACKAGES)
AMERICAN CREAM
AND

PIMENTO

J.

H. STEARNS,
GROCER.
You will not put off buying

that Linoleum.

WEDNEtCAY, MARCH

Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Fine
in tfc wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.

LOCAL NEWS
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OM,
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REPUBLICANS
A CITY

10

HOW
ARRIVAL OF

CONVENTION

Norman Tatcber, wno resides at 30o
Grand avonue, is seriously 111 and
Try a anus, of Old Taylor bourooi. there is
thought to be little hope for MEETING
TO
SELECT
CANDit Jie Opera, Bar.
his recovery.
IDATES FOR MUNICIPAL
FRIDAY NIGHT.
Albino Lopez
was arrested last
.lose A. Kallegos has applied at the
oo
the
of
drunkenness to county court house for t as bounty
night
charge
For the purpose of nomiiuum:,' canwhich be pleaded guilty this morning on twe
coyotes killed by him near didates for mayor and other rtt ofwhen arraigned before Judge B. R. Ribera
during the month of January ficers the republicans cf Cant I. as
Murray. Lopez was fled f r and eosts.
Wltite Kitchen meals 25 cents. Best Vegas will hold a convention Friday
Tb regular fortnightly medfing of meal In the city for the money. Clean evening of this week in the city hall.
the Harmony club wiH be hela tomor- Hmss and good service. Opposite On Thursday evening pr.mariea wlil
row afternoon with Mrs. C. V. Hedg- - Harvey House. Open day and night be held In the various wands for the
purpose of nominating candidates
oo4k at her home on National avenue.
Charles E. Doll has been awarded for aldermen and naming to dele
The name of the postoffice at Ag the contract for the painting of Har gates to the city convention. The ofricultural College, Dona na county, vey House smoke stacks In Raton, Las ficial call for the primaries and con
has been changed to "State Colege." Vegas and Albuquerque, rte will be vention was Issued yesterday by ihe
republican city central "omm '.'ee.
All mall should be addressed
gin the work at once.
The locations at which the primaries
The Ladies Altar Society of tho will be held and the cha'rmen who
Church of the Immaculate Conception will call them to order are as follows
Regular communication of Chapman is requested to meet at the chapel of First ward Douglas a vends ichool,
lodge No. 2 A. F. & A. M.. will be 3. CL .lohnsen
and Son, tomorrow Walte Davis; Second ward city hall
held Thursday night at 7:30 o'clock.
morning at 11 o'clock, to attend the O. L Gregory; Third ward city hall,
All members and vlstchig orothers are funeral of Mrs. D. C. Welch.
A. T. Rogers, Jr.; Fourth ward Doug
cordially Invited.
las avenue school, Hallett Raynolds
We will not trim any more hats
The Meadow City Dancing club this year, as we have bought an imwill give a dance tomorrow
night In mense stock of trimmed hats. Also a INCENDIARIES FRIGOTEN
the O. R. c. nail. This Is the second big lot of hat trimmings, wire, etc.,
affair to be given by this organisation which we will sell cheap. Inspection
AN ENTIRE COMMUNITY
and a good time Is expected. A light invited.
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
lunch will be served following the
dance. The clttb has as yet not perB. C, FEARS REPETI
NELSON,
Beginning on April IB Deputy Counfected Its organization but AcUng
TION OF LAST SUMMER'S
Manager Charles Onion will call a ty Treasurer, and Collector Robert L.
CONFLAGRATIONS.
meeting for the latter part of this M. Ross will offer for sale under
week at which time election of offic- judgment a number of tracts of land
Nelson, B. C, March 20. The Yale- upon which the delinquent taxes for Columbia saw mill and 100,000 feet
ers will be held.
1910 have never 'been paid. The sale
of lumber were destroyed early today
Wells Fargo refrigerator cars load- will continue for 60 days.
by fire alleged to have been of incen
ed with asparagus from the beds of
and the loss Is ?75,000.
Fourteen Butts for the obtaining of diary origin
sunny California and bound for the
judgment on promissory notes have
Citizens Are Aroused.
markets of the far east, have been been filed in
the district court of
Wash., March 20. A spe
Spokane,
Las
passing through
Vegas on Santa Mora county by the Roy Bank and
cial received here states that business
Fe trams for several days past. - The
Trust company of Roy. The notes men of
season for California asparagus is in are
Nelson, B. C, are on the verge
for small amounts, none being
of a panic because of the operations
its prime and the snipments are un- over
$200. The bann is in the hands
usually heavy. The asparagus is of a receiver and is making an effort of incendianries. The fire which demills today
handled by express that it may arrive to
stroyed the
collect money due it.
was
on the market fresh ana at the time
preceded by a blaze at the
Brackman-Ker- r
warenouse, which was
when its value is at its highest Most
Members of the democratic
city
of the asparagus being sent through central committee announced today extinguished before much damage
here Is for New York and Chicago that primaries to select delegates to was done.
It Is said both tires were undoubt-edl- y
markets.
the convention to be held Tuesday of
of incendiary origin. An attempt
next week by the "Citizens" party
was
made
Monday night to destroy a
Tomorrow is the vernal
equinox would be held next Monday evening. Main street block. Nelson
experiencand marks the beginning! of
In
will
The
be
held
the
city
primaries
spring.
When the sun Is ia tne equinoxes the hall and the Douglas avenue school. ed a similar reign of terror last sumdays and nights are of equal Icnsth Wards 1 and 4, meeting in the Doug- mer when nearly every business house
all over the world. arer the
las avenue school and Wards 2 and 3 was guarded by watchers and citiplating
zens feared to walk the streets at
of the vernal equinox tho
days be- gathering in the city hall. The offiunless heavily armed.
night
come longer and tho
concall
for the primaries and
nights giow cial
shorter.
Thsre la a general bel'ef vention will be issued soon.
The Santa Fe Limited westbound
that severe storms are likely to i,t
Las Vegas today is equipcur during the
mrs.
through
viola Welch dead.
spnu? and fall egttl
a new electric sign similar
with
noxes. Scientists,
Mrs.
Viola
D.
ped
wife
of
Welch,
Mary
however
have
proved this bel:f to be !ased in. on C. Welch, died this morning at 6:45 to those which are being placed on
nothing more than superstition, al- o'clock at the Welch home, 1012 all limited trains on tne system. The
though history jhows th .; several se- Fourth street, after a short illness. sign is attached to the observation
vere storms nd atmospherical dis- Mrs. Welch was 29 years of age and car on the rear of each train. The
turbances have occurred during the' was a native of Stewart, la., where Santa Fe monogram in blue and white
e
is surrounded by the words: "Santa
equinoctial per'o-lsThe Fform oc- she lived up to the time of her
to Mr. Welch on September 29, Fe California Limited." At night the
curring nearest i eithe- - eq.iinox is
1909. Following their marriage Mr. signs are illuminated by electricity,
caled the equtaor-Ua-l
s'lun.
and, Mrs. Welch came to Las Vegas. being almost as large as the headlight
Mrs. Welch Is survived by her hus- on the engine, throwing, however, a
band and two children, a boy, 20 more subdued light. The new signs
months old and a baby girl 10 days of are classy and are being hooked on
age. Her mother and father, Mr. and to the rear of observation cars as
Within a week
Mrs. Daniel Boyd, three brothers, they leave Chicago.
Frank, Robert and Daniel Boyd, and or ten days all observation cars will
a sister, Mrs. Maggie Bosold, also be equipped with the signs.
Her parents and brothers
survive.
you will do well to send your
sisters
live In Stewart., la. Miss
and
family washing to us. Con8T. LOUIS WOOL.
sider these reasons:
Elizabeth. Mclntyre of Rocky Ford,
St. Louie, March 20. Wool Market
First. We launder your
a friend of Mrs. Welch, was at the
clothes in clean sanitary surWelch home at the time of her death, steady. Territory and western me
diums 1618; fine mediums 15i7,
as was also John Colwell, a cousin.
roundings.
Second. We launder them
Mr. Welch is a Santa Fe brakeman. fine 1215.
by a process that is scientifiyear's
During their two and one-hal- t
cally perfect. It really disresidence In Las Vegas, Mr. and Mrs.
infects as well as cleanses
Welch have made many friends to
your clothes.
whom the death of Mrs. Welch came
- Third.
You know when
as a shock.
OUR SPACE
your garments are sent to us
The body, accompanied by Mr.
are
not being worn by
they
Welch, will be sent to Stewart, la.,
anyone.
is tooflimited to give the
tomorrow afternoon on train No. 1.
Fourth.
Our service is
numerous
In
the
state
in
lie
will
The body
prompt and regular. Weather,
toSon
and
C.
of
Johnson
J.
chapel
sickness, holidays none of
morrow morning at 11 o'clock.
these affect it.

SPRING CLOTHING
We are now receiving our
Clothing for Spring and we
want to impress you with the
fact, that the Patterns and

Longer when you

see our beautiful
BEFORf- - VOU BOY
COME IN AND SEtOUR;

linoleum

display and realize the very
low prices at which we are
'Selling same:

For a very few .dollars you
can cover your Kitchen, and
always have it Shining and
Clean.

Estimates Furnished Free

J.C. JOHNSEN
"COMPLETE

FURNISHERS

& SON

OF THE HOME"

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point

Fifth
more.

.

'Spring Suif
A.

!!

embodied

in Chase

&

Sanborn's

Phone Main
j

81

GREENBER6ER.
Mirx

SQUARE DEAL.
on Between
and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
Big Fight is

THE the Sun

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. 0. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

HalJett Raynolds Cashier

Davis Vice President

tf.'Erle Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
'

A

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

While

If you want to get the want you
want to get. yon want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want you want
to get Try the ' Want Ada" and see.

617 Douglaa

The Omic prints an the

ne--

r

this bank adopts every desirable method of modern
it never lose sight of that essential qualityi Absolute Safety

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
bmb 0. W. G OMD ON

CASH BARGAINS

It costs you little

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

o Years of Study! &no Experience is

Hn Schtffher

Coprrifht

,

Tryns.
No Experiment--- ! he result of Forty

ls

are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is to improve
each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize,
A little later you will be thinking,

mar-Tlag-

A Day

No-de-

Ml

We Have to Offer

...SEE US
Before Buying Elsewhere and
CONVINCE YOURSELF

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

THAT
Seal Brand Coffee you can get it only
jj at

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

;

Our Cash Prices,

PEONIES

jj

EDULIS SUPERBA
ANDRE LAURIES
EARLY RED

jj CO. STORE.

Festiva Maxima
Queen Victora
SOo

each

Pink
Red

GOODS

and SERVICE

ARE THE

Large White
White Free Bloomer

year old roots.
These must be planted at once for best result.

BEST TO BE HAD.

3

Fresh Seeds? All Kinks Just In

FOLLETTE WINS PRIMARY
Fargo, March 20. With 1,167 of the
1,800 precincts In the state
heard
from, returns of North Dakota's presidential preference primary election
held yesterday give Senator La
of Wisconsin 34,159 votes; Roosevelt 22,877 and President Taft 3,000.
Senator La Follette'a
in
plurality
these 1,167 precincts is 11,282. The
enly candidate for the democratic
endorsement was Governor Burke.
Complete returns from 27 of the 49
counties in the state, including Grand
Porks and Cass, show, that Roosevelt
LA

;

507 Sixth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

fhoot

BOUCHER
Vcgm 121

Fol-lett'- e-

is 7,500 votes behind La Follette.
Thomas F. Marshall, a La Follette
man, candidate for national committeeman, polled a vote equal to that
of the Wisconsin senator and five La
Follette electors were chosen.
With partial returns received during last night, Senator La Follette of
Wisconsin evidently has a lead of
more than 13,000 , votes over Theodore Roosevelt in the first presidential preference primary election yesterday. The total vote in the state
is believed to be about
48,000
It was cut down materially in
the
western part on account of a storm.

